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Latin American farmers learn to defend their interests

Trias has organised a workshop in El Salvador for 29 representatives from farmers’ organisations in El
Salvador, Honduras and Brazil who learnt how to unite their advocacy efforts and speak with one voice.

Three years ago Trias first used the Farmer Advocacy Consultation Tool (FACT)
in East Africa. This method was developed by Agriterra, our Dutch sister‐society
that teaches farmers’ organisations how to lobby.

After the first training sessions in Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya, another course
was organised in El Salvador last month. The workshop was well managed by
the renowned consultant Christian Gouët. 

'It's important that farmers put their concerns about topics like food security,
equal opportunities and climate change on the political agenda', says Trias
collaborator Omar Garcia.

Trias provides coaching

The workshop for Trias partners from El Salvador, Honduras and Brazil lasted four days. The farmers’ organisations
now have six months to implement execute their plan to defend their interests. During this time, they will receive
all necessary support from Trias.

In October there will be a new workshop with the same farmers’ organisations to take stock of ongoing efforts. The
project will be completed with a training session taught by information officers who can further spread the
methodology they were taught.

Practice‐oriented and accessible

Omar Garcia is convinced of FACT's added value. 'This tool is practice‐oriented and can easily be applied by
farmers’ organisations. It doesn't require any investment and in addition it's also accessible.'
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